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Dear Miss Pease:I will remove your name from the mailing list. Remember it is a freecountry and you should 

not dictate what one should say about Mark Lane, norshould you warn people what they can or cannot say. 

Others may not mind.Bruce C. Adamson>If you are going to accuse Mark Lane of being anything other than 

a>dedicated researcher of this case, please take me off your email list.>Ever heard of six degrees of 

separation?>>If you research his actions across the last 30 years, if there's anyone>who deserves to be 

beyond reproach in this case it is him.>>guilt by association can be as bad as McCarthyism. Now some of you 

work>is wonderful, and very important. Don't disgrace yourself by taking it>too far! :)>>Lisa Pease>>"It is as if 

the final price for winning the Cold War is our confinement>to a permanent childhood where reassuring 

fantasies and endless>diversions protect us from the hard truth of our own recent history.">--Robert Parry, 

THE CONSORTIUM, 2/17/97>>Check out my Real History Archives @ www.webcom.com/lpease>Visit the site 

of Probe Magazine at www.webcom.com/ctka>>>On Fri, 25 Apr 1997, Bruce C. Adamson wrote:>>> from 

ciajfk.com>> To Whom It May Concern:>>>> This author has uncovered some important evidence tying Mark 

Lane to an>> important indirect links to the Paine & Young families, before the JFK>> assassination. This 

evidence is extremely incriminating for the>> mathematical odds that this group of individuals being tied 

together before>> the event is large. Material will go immediately into vol. VI. As a>> genealogist I have 

learned that timing is everything.>>>> Vol. VII will be finished next week and go will be available.>>>> Mark 

Lane represented Larry Flynt when he offered the million dollar reward>> in the 1970s. Larry Flynt was shot 

shortly thereafter.>>>> Mark Lane like Isaac Don Levine represented the Oswald family.>>>> Mark Lane 

represented James Earl Ray, Ray's other attorney Percy Foreman>> has ties to a de Mohrenschildt 

associate.>>>> Mark Lane represented the kool-aide bunch from Jones town People's Temple.>>>> Louis 

Sproesser cites the Neew York Times as Mark Lane having represented>> Mark Hinckley. One won't find some 

of these items on Lane's resume.>>>> When I posted these findings before, some JFK researchers from 

Southern>> California warned me not to talk about Mark Lane's involvement. I>> responded that this was a 

free country and I had not said anything that I>> know to be false.>>>> Someone should tell the Review Board 

that Bruce Campbell Adamson feels that>> he may have enough evidence to prove that the Zapruder filming 

was staged>> shooting just like the JFK assassination. If so they don't have to pay the>> Zapruder family a 

cent,instead the can purchase my research for a hell of a>> lot cheaper.>>>> Without mentioning names many 

JFK researchers are pro-JFK Review Board, I>> am not. I still feel that the cover-up continues.>>>> Jux-a-

position>>>> Yours truly,>>>>>> Bruce Campbell Adamson>>>> ru4@ciajfk.com>>>>>>>>
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